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Event-related potentials (ERP) waveforms are the summation of many overlapping signals. Changes in the peak or
mean amplitude of a waveform over a given time period, therefore, cannot reliably be attributed to a particular
ERP component of ex ante interest, as is the standard approach to ERP analysis. Though this problem is widely
recognized, it is not well addressed in practice. Our approach begins by presuming that any observed ERP
waveform — at any electrode, for any trial type, and for any participant — is approximately a weighted combination of signals from an underlying set of what we refer to as principle ERPs, or pERPs. We propose an accessible
approach to analyzing complete ERP waveforms in terms of their underlying pERPs. First, we propose the principle
ERP reduction (pERP-RED) algorithm for investigators to estimate a suitable set of pERPs from their data, which
may span multiple tasks. Next, we provide tools and illustrations of pERP-space analysis, whereby observed ERPs
are decomposed into the amplitudes of the contributing pERPs, which can be contrasted across conditions or
groups to reveal which pERPs differ (substantively and/or signiﬁcantly) between conditions/groups. Differences
on all pERPs can be reported together rather than selectively, providing complete information on all components
in the waveform, thereby avoiding selective reporting or user discretion regarding the choice of which components or windows to use. The scalp distribution of each pERP can also be plotted for any group/condition. We
demonstrate this suite of tools through simulations and on real data collected from multiple experiments on
participants diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder and Attention Deﬁcit Hyperactivity Disorder. Software for
conducting these analyses is provided in the pERPred package for R.

1. Introduction
Electroencephalography (EEG) captures changes in voltage measured
at the scalp, reﬂecting the ﬁring of many similarly oriented neurons
(Luck and Kappenman, 2011). When EEG recordings are time-locked to
an event of interest, such as the onset of a trial or a participant's response,
event-related potential (ERP) waveforms are obtained. Through experimental designs utilizing contrasting task conditions, task-related changes
to the ERP waveform are scrutinized to identify the “ERP components”
that are thought to reﬂect particular brain processes. Subsequent studies
– both in research and clinical settings – then seek to evoke and measure
these ERP components in an effort to index the cognitive processes
thought to generate them.

The goal of most ERP analyses, as described in the foundational text of
Luck (2014), is “to provide an accurate measurement of the size and
timing of the underlying ERP component with minimal distortion from
noise and from other spatially and temporally overlapping components”
(p285). Despite a number of approaches that seek to reveal underlying
components of ERP waveforms as we do here, the standard approach for
measuring ERP components is to take the average or peak amplitude over an
investigator-selected time window, when the target ERP is expected to peak.
This fails to remove the distortions from overlapping components, and
the equating of components with peaks is deeply problematic.
Concretely, when an ERP component is deﬁned and named, the
functional process it reﬂects may be implied by virtue of the task and the
contrast used to isolate it. However, in any subsequent study with
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with their own signatures that get mixed into the observed signal, which
we seek to separate out and measure. The multi-task approach of
pERP-RED takes advantage of this rich form of data and estimates a set of
pERPs with greater generalizability. Another useful beneﬁt of the
multi-experiment setting, in this early validation stage, is that it allows a
test of whether different tasks, trial types or conditions are built up from
shared components in the expected ways. Second, the electrode dimension reduction PCA steps of spatial PCA, mlGICA and tcGICA, all performed on matrices concatenated over subjects or trials, assume no
missingness on electrodes, identical trial orderings, identical scalp topographies, or identical projections of components onto electrodes across
subjects. The electrode reduction PCA step of pERP-RED, by comparison,
avoids these assumptions by running dimension reduction separately for
each subject in the ﬁrst step. Subject-region-task speciﬁc ERP averages
are only combined at the second PCA noise reduction step, which does
not assume any homogeneity over the subject-speciﬁc components
concatenated from the ﬁrst step.
However, more important than these algorithmic differences, our
approach is unique in arguing for a new way to analyze one's data using
these pERPs, and the set of tools we develop and make available to do so.
Despite existing algorithms for estimating underlying components, the
standard practice of using windowed peak or mean amplitudes continues
to dominate in most published ERP studies. We argue that much more
can and should be done to analyze one's ERP waveforms using these
underlying components than has been the case in any prior work. Our
primary objective is to provide researchers with a set of analytical tools
for examining their ERP experiments in terms of these components,
which we call “pERP-space analysis”. That is, rather than attempting to
measure a single component's magnitude, coefﬁcients describing the
contribution of all pERPs in any given ERP waveform can be estimated
and reported. These estimated pERP coefﬁcients are directly interpretable as the magnitude of each pERP's contribution to the observed
waveform, and are equipped with standard errors. This allows the
practitioner to analyze and report both the presence/absence and the
strength of each pERP in each condition, group or scalp region, and to
make inferences on condition or group contrasts. Additionally, we provide tools to track across-subject heterogeneity of the magnitude of each
pERP's contribution (e.g. heterogeneity in the pERPs, for anxious vs. nonanxious youth). By characterizing entire ERP waveforms in terms of these
contributions (and their heterogeneity) rather than one or several time
windows, this approach greatly facilitates the discovery of unexpected
differences that may prove to be useful in research or clinical application,
while better limiting user discretion (e.g. the choice of interval) and selective reporting (of one component/interval rather than others).
We outline the proposed pERP-RED algorithm and pERP-space analysis steps in the next section. Properties of the proposed approach are
demonstrated using simulations (Section 3) and two separate real data
examples (Section 4), each employing multiple tasks to derive a common
set of pERPs followed by pERP-space analyses. Finally, to increase
accessibility we provide an R package, pERPred. Investigators may keep
their current pre-processing procedures and workﬂows up to and
including the step of generating ERP waveforms at the subject level.
These can then be imported into our software, allowing pERPs to be
estimated and all the pERP-space analyses to be visualized through a
graphical interface employing simple drop-down menus. We also make
results available for the applied examples here through a publicly
available browser-based implementation of that interface to encourage
exploration and familiarization with the proposed pERP-space analyses.

different tasks and different participants, it can be problematic to attribute a peak that is observed at a similar time — or the potentiation/
attenuation in it — to the same component, with the same functional
meaning that was described in the previous studies. This is because a
range of ongoing components may be differentially triggered by the
different task conditions or participants. The overlapping activity of these
unknown components can make the amplitude in a targeted interval
higher or lower, and can push observed peaks/valleys in the waveform to
occur either earlier or later in time. Moreover, even components typically
associated with large peaks (such as the visual N1) may produce no
observable peak as a result of such overlap.
These serious consequences of the overlapping nature of ERP components are widely recognized, including in the standard texts of Luck
(2014) and Luck and Kappenman (2011). A less recognized problem with
the common practice of taking an average or peak amplitude over a time
window relates to the entire analytical tradition of targeting and
reporting results for just one or several “components” from an ERP study.
Such a selective approach to analyzing ERP experiments is understandable under the standard approach, where a reliance on selected intervals
complicates efforts to characterize an entire waveform or to measure the
magnitude of each component in a contributing set of waveforms, as we
propose here. However focusing on so few features of the waveform
limits what we can rigorously learn from our experiments, and slows the
discovery of differences in components that may be of research or clinical
value, all while amplifying selective-reporting concerns due to
user-selection of these intervals.
In order to provide an alternative to the standard practice of using
windowed peak or mean amplitude to deﬁne and measure ERP components, multiple approaches have attempted to decompose trial-wise or
grand-averaged ERP waveforms into underlying sources which span the
entire epoch. These approaches combine Principal Components Analysis
(PCA) and Independent Component Analysis (ICA) techniques. Earlier
works, beginning with Makeig et al. (1995) used ICA to carry out
subject-level decompositions of the signal. Such subject-level decompositions require additional steps, generally relying on clustering
techniques, in order to connect components extracted from one subject
with those of others. This post-estimation clustering requirement is
avoided by “multi-subject” decomposition approaches for ERP. The
multi-subject decomposition of Spencer et al. (2001), called spatiotemporal PCA, involves two PCA steps: a “spatial” one that reduces the
electrode dimension through PCA on data concatenated across subjects,
and a “temporal PCA” to reduce the dimension in the temporal domain.
Other multi-subject approaches, recently reviewed by Huster and Raud
(2018), combine both PCA and ICA approaches for noise reduction and
source separation, respectively. Multi-level Group ICA (mlGICA) of
Eichele et al. (2011) and temporal-concatenation group ICA (tcGICA) of
Cong et al. (2013) both consider trial-wise ERP and conduct one or two
PCA steps for dimension reduction at the electrode or subject levels,
followed by a ﬁnal ICA step for source separation.
To introduce our approach, we begin with the core assumption: the
observed ERP for any subject in any task/experiment and condition/trialtype, and at any electrode, is approximated by a linear combination of
underlying waveforms spanning the entire epoch, called principle ERPs
(pERPs). We propose the pERP-reduction (pERP-RED) algorithm to estimate these pERPs. The pERP-RED algorithm, similar in spirit to other
multi-subject approaches, begins with two PCA-based noise reduction
steps. The ﬁrst to construct “regions” similar to the “virtual electrodes” of
Spencer et al. (2001), but separately for each subject; the second to
reduce the subject-region-task speciﬁc ERP averages into a smaller set
that explains most of the sample variation. This is followed by an ICA step
for blind source separation. However, pERP-RED has important differences from prior proposals. First, we emphasize that pERP-RED is
designed for reducing data not only across multiple subjects but also
across multiple tasks. Though this is not explicitly prevented by other
methods, it is the intended use-case only for pERP-RED. A wider range of
tasks/experiments stimulates a wider range of neural processes, each

2. Methods
In what follows we provide a detailed description of both the pERPRED algorithm used to derive pERPs from an original dataset possibly
spanning many participants, groups, and tasks, and then a set of tools that
comprise the pERP-space analysis that we foresee being of value to a wide
audience of investigators for the practical use of pERPs in research.
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below). Hence one need not posit that “all the trials being averaged
together are the same”, and variation in how pERPs contribute to
different trials in the original, un-averaged data can still be studied.
Statistically, the only requirement is that the data that enter the algorithm should include various weightings of the underlying components
we aim to recover. Records need not (and certainly will not) be homogeneous in these components or mixtures of them. Put differently, any
averaging that occurs prior to beginning the algorithm above should not
“annihilate” or cancel out any components that would otherwise have
been of interest.
Next, the purpose of splitting the data into a training and test set is to
allow us to choose the appropriate dimensionality of the data in the ﬁnal
step, and to allow an unbiased evaluation of how well the principle ERPs
explain the signal in a set of subjects not used to derive those principle
ERPs. We use 2/3 for training and 1/3 for testing but this choice is left to
the user. Once the training-test set split has been used to decide upon the
number of components, the components are re-estimated using all of the
data.
At each data reduction step, we normalize the records. Equivalently,
the covariance matrix underlying the PCA steps is actually a correlation
matrix. In the “electrode reduction” step, the aim is to go from a large
number of electrodes that may have highly correlated signals to a smaller
set, each of which provides uncorrelated information relative to the
others. That is, if we imagine a set of electrodes that all have a correlation
of nearly one or negative one with each other, we would choose to
collapse these into a single signal. We call the resulting principal components “regions”, though they need not and likely will not reﬂect
coherent spatial regions. The subsequent “subject-region reduction” is
analogous: if there are groups of participants that have “region” (combined electrode) signals that are highly correlated, this information can
be combined with little loss.
In the ﬁnal step, we use ICA rather than PCA because the aim is to take
the “concentrated” data from the two reduction steps, and estimate
components that are believed to be maximally independent. It thus resembles a blind source separation problem for which ICA is well suited,
much as it is widely applied in source localization algorithms. This does
not imply that the resulting components are functionally independent or
meaningful sources.
Several choices remain user-driven at present. The ﬁrst regards the
proportion of variance each of the PCA steps must explain during the data
concentration steps. Keeping a larger number of components implies that
more of the data will survive into the ﬁnal estimates, but at the cost of
keeping more noise as well. It can also become computationally costly.
Our supposition in choosing to keep enough components to cover 80% of
the variation is that this should be sufﬁcient to recover almost all of the
true signal of value, whereas going beyond this is apt to introduce mostly
noise.
The ICA step, too, requires choosing the number of components to
estimate, P. In principle, V  NR independent components can be kept.
However there is no reason to expect that there are exactly V  NR
meaningful signals to separate. The risk of estimating too many components is that over-decomposition may occur, splitting single meaningful
components into separate estimated sources. Similarly, the risk of estimating too few components is that under-decomposition occurs, with
separate sources remaining “mixed” together to alias as one (see e.g.
Kairov et al., 2017). In our case, over-decomposition is less harmful,
because we will later characterize a given ERP waveform according to the
linear combination of pERPs that compose it. The estimated pERPs can
thus still “work together” to explain the average ERP for a particular
condition, group or person. Thus, over-decomposition will simply lead to
a wider set of pERPs being implicated and discussed as contributing to a
given waveform or contrast.
Subject to this, however, the smallest set of components that will
sufﬁce is preferable for purposes of analysis and interpretation. We
choose the number of ﬁnal components P according to how well this set
can explain actual ERP data, in a test set not used to estimate the pERPs.

2.1. The pERP-RED algorithm
The pERP-RED algorithm is motivated by the goal of estimating an
underlying set of component waveforms, herein referred to as pERPs,
such that the ERPs formed by time-locked averages at any given electrode, participant, or trial type is approximately a weighted combination
of these components. Our approach, depicted in Fig. 1, involves (i) a
series of data concentrating steps that turn a larger number of noisy
waveform records (i.e. average ERPs for a given trial type, participant,
electrode) into a smaller number of less noisy ones; and (ii) steps that
generate maximally independent, “unmixed” components from these
concentrated signals. Unlike some related approaches (such as spatiotemporal PCA, Spencer et al., 2001) we do not conceptualize steps nor
results as either “temporal” or “spatial” in the data reduction; rather we
estimate the pERPs thought to underlie all ERPs (across all subjects,
electrodes, and tasks) ﬁrst, after which it is possible to both see how these
load onto a given waveform and to see how these loadings are spatially
distributed.
To describe these in detail, we ﬁrst set notation. Let i denote subjects,
i ¼ 1;…;N; v tasks, v ¼ 1;…;V; e electrodes, e ¼ 1;…;Ei ; t the number of
time points, t ¼ 1; …; T; and p the number of pERPs, p ¼ 1; …; P. Note
that each subject not only have electrodes in slightly different locations
on the scalp, but may also have different numbers of electrodes owing to
dropped channels after data cleaning steps. By beginning with the
reduction of electrodes to “regions” within subject, this is unproblematic.
The steps of the pERP-RED algorithm are then:2
1. Data initialization. Data are ﬁrst split, by subject into a training set and
test set. Normalize each of the resulting ERPs to have unit variance.
Proceed to next steps using only the training set.
2. Electrode reduction. The ﬁrst data concentration or reduction step
transforms electrode-level data within each subject to “region” level
data within subjects, thereby reducing the electrode dimension. This
is done by applying PCA to each of the N subject-speciﬁc matrices of
size ðT  VÞ  Ei , with data across electrodes in the columns and each
tasks' data concatenated in the rows. This produces N matrices of size
ðT  VÞ  Ri , where Ri is the number of principal regions that explains a pre-speciﬁed amount of variance. By default we set this
threshold at 80%.
3. Subject-region reduction. The second data reduction step begins by
P
reshaping the above data into a matrix of size ðT VÞ ð Ni¼1 Ri Þ with
all of the principal regions as the columns and the task and time dimensions concatenated in the rows. Each task-region ERP record is
normalized to unit variance. Then PCA is used to generate NR principal subject-regions.
4. Source separation. The data are then reshaped into a matrix of size T
ðV NR Þ with all task principal subject-regions as the columns and
time as the rows. Fast ICA is then used to produce P principle ERPs,
where P may be chosen by regressing the true signal (in the test set)
onto the components and obtaining an R2 value.
We make several remarks on these choices. First, in this paper, we use
subject-level averages over trials of a given type as the “records” that ﬁrst
enter the algorithm above. This need not be the case: if for example one is
interested in practice effects, then earlier trials and later trials may be
averaged separately. Note that even having averaged trials together
within participants, once the pERPs are estimated, it is still possible to go
back and examine whether the amplitudes of pERPs vary from earlier
trials to later trials (we further discuss the analysis of these amplitudes

2

An example demonstrating the algorithm with the applications used here is
implemented in R and can be viewed interactively at www.github.co
m/emjcampos/perpred. The pERPred package for the R language allowing
users to implement this on their own data will be made available upon
publication.
3
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the pERP-RED algorithm, described in text. First, at the within-subject level, correlation across electrodes is used to estimate a smaller number of
“principal regions” for each subject, which we term “subject-region” scores. Next, these subject-region scores are combined together across subjects, then reduced to
“principal subject-region” scores. These data are then reshaped to give separate columns for each principal subject-region score on each task/condition. The resulting
waveforms are decomposed by ICA in order to arrive at the ﬁnal pERPs.

Denote the estimated pERPs as Φ ¼ ½Φ1 ; Φ2 ; …; ΦP . Let j ¼ 1; …; J be a
counter running over each condition, subject, and electrode combination
in the test set, with Yj being the observed ERP record for the jth condition/
group/electrode. Without loss of generality, assume Yj has been
demeaned. Each of the J observed ERPs in the test set are then regressed
individually on the matrix of the estimated pERPs, ﬁtting the model

practice of using windowed peak (or mean) amplitude. The central
concept is that any observed ERP waveform (for some condition over
some group or individual at some electrode) can be recast as a vector of
coefﬁcients describing the magnitude of each pERP's contribution to that
ERP.
Step 1. Individual scoring. We start by using pERPs to extract data about
a condition within an individual. Here condition refers to trial types
within a single experiment, such as match and mismatch conditions
within the audio paradigm of Section 4.1. For individual i and condition
c, at electrode e, let the observed ERP be denoted by the vector Yi;c;e .
Henceforth we suppress the electrode index, e, for simplicity. Let Φ be the
matrix whose columns contain the pERPs. We ﬁrst regress Yi;c on the
pERPs to obtain coefﬁcients,

Yj ¼ Φβj þ εj :
The variance in the test ERPs explained by the pERPs is then
R2test ¼ 1 



Yj  Φβj j2
  2 F
Yj j
F

 
where  j2F denotes the Frobenius 2-norm, which corresponds effectively to a variance times N. We then choose the number of pERPs, P, such
that raising P would result in relatively little additional gain in R2test . Once
P is chosen, all the data (in the training and test sets) are used to reestimate the pERPs that will be used in the pERP-space analysis. We
demonstrate this below.

1

ωi;c ¼ ðΦT ΦÞ ΦT Yi;c :

(1)

The vector ωi;c can thus be thought of as a vector of coefﬁcients,
amplitudes, loadings, or weights that encode the ERP Yi;c in terms of the
contributions of each pERP. As ωi;c is a vector of size P by 1, with each
element representing loadings onto each pERP, operations performed on
such vectors below (such as subtraction or averaging) are performed
element-wise. Note that this brings about a substantial dimension
reduction: ERPs that contain 1000 data points are represented using only
10–15 dimensions in the empirical examples explored below while
explaining 80–90% of the total variation.
Second, when investigators are interested in a between-condition

2.2. The pERP-Space analysis
The above procedure describes our proposal for how pERPs can be
obtained. We now turn to how the estimated pERPs can be used in a
complete analytical approach that avoids the problems inherent in the
4
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for all pERPs in a table. This avoids selective reporting and aids in
discovering unexpected differences, while producing a ﬁxed number of
tests.
Second, we may be interested not only in which pERP contributes to a
given condition or contrast for individuals in group g, but how this differs
from what we see in group g'. We can similarly construct

contrast, we also extract that contrast at the individual level. That is,
suppose we are interested in how condition c compares to condition c',
obtaining ωi;cc' ¼ ωi;c  ωi;c' . If done literally, this implies computing
ðΦT ΦÞ1 ΦT Yi;c  ðΦT ΦÞ1 ΦT Yi;c' . However, note that this is numerically
the same as ðΦT ΦÞ1 ΦT ðYi;c  Yi;c' Þ, which ﬁrst differences the ERPs for
condition c and c' within subject i before regressing them on Φ. The
beneﬁt of doing this differencing within-subject is that later statistical
tests that assume independence across subjects but not across conditions
within subject will remain valid.
Finally, to reduce redundancy in what follows, we use the notation
ωi;cc' generically even where investigators may be interested only in
comparing scores from condition c to a null value of zero, and not to
another condition.

ωðgÞcc'  ωðg'Þcc'
tðg; g'Þcc' ¼ qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
SEðgÞ2cc' þ SEðg'Þ2cc'
to test against the null hypothesis that two groups/conditions have the
same mean contributions from each pERP. Note that the intended usage
here is for non-overlapping groups g and g', which we treat as independent samples. Such contrast statistics can also be reported on all pERPs in
table form for transparency. Again we illustrate this usage below, and
such tables are automatically generated in the software provided.
Third, investigators may be interested not only in how pERP loadings
on a condition or contrast vary between groups, but in whether certain
groups have higher/lower variability than others. They can thus compare
APSDðgÞcc' across groups. Fourth, recalling that ω quantities are available at each electrode e, topographic head maps can be shown as well for
conditions/constrasts such as ωðgÞcc' or for between-group differences in
conditions or contrasts, ωðgÞcc'  ωðg'Þcc' . These can be shown either for
these magnitude estimates themselves, or on the corresponding t-statistics to give a sense of statistical scale. We show examples in our applications below and provide this functionality in the software.

Step 2. Summary across individuals. The values of ωi;cc' can then be
regarded as data representing individual i's response on condition c
compared to c' (or on c alone if c' is omitted). These are measurements
that can be summarized by conventional statistics such as the mean and
standard deviation, while the mean can then be characterized by its
standard error. We construct these quantities next.
Over all individuals, the mean vector, ωcc' , of size P by 1, would be
P
given simply by N1 ωi;cc' . We further consider group-wise means written
i

as

ωðgÞcc' ¼

1 X
ωi;cc'
Ng i2Gg

for group g, where Gg denotes the set of indices, fig, for subjects falling in
group g and Ng denotes the size of the group.
To describe variability in the loadings across individuals in group g on
condition c or on the contrast of c and c', we construct the standard deviation within the group. For clarity we label this the across-person
standard deviation (APSD) for group g,

2.2.1. Other uses of pERPs
We note several other potential use cases that are less analogous to
traditional ERP analysis of components but serve as additional uses for
ωi;cc' values once extracted. First, investigators may wish to compare
ωi;cc' to behavior or clinical measures for person i. Second, pERPs provide a means of ERP “cleaning”: one can reconstruct ERPs using only the
derived pERPs. This leaves out components of the signal that have been
deemed to be noise. Such a cleaning approach may be especially useful
when visualizing individual or single-trial ERPs.
Third, the pERP analysis approach could in principle be used for
participant rejection as well. Speciﬁcally, individuals for whom the
pERPs collectively explain less of their signal must be very noisy, suggesting problems in data collection, or at least pointing to their divergence from the rest of the sample. Fourth and ﬁnally, the pERP-space
analysis can also be used for outlier detection: individuals with very
unusual values of ωi;cc' could be examined.

vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
uX
u
ðωi;cc'  ωðgÞcc' Þ2
APSDðgÞcc' ¼ t
:
Ng  1
i2Gg
Finally, to facilitate inferences about group-wise means or mean
contrasts, we construct the standard errors that reﬂect the variation in
those means,
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ2ﬃ
uP ðω ωðgÞ Þ
i;cc'
u
cc'
t i2Gg
Ng 1
SEðgÞcc' ¼
:
Ng

3. Simulation
Step 3. Description and inference. With these statistics, the investigator
can perform a range of analyses. A ﬁrst question is how much each pERP
contributed to a given condition (c) or contrast (c  c'). This can be tested
for any grouping g, by constructing
tðgÞcc' ¼

The proposed pERP-RED algorithm is studied extensively through
simulations in which the sample size, correlation among electrodes and
tasks, percent of variation used to retain PCA components and signal-tonoise-ratio are varied. In addition to assessing the efﬁcacy of pERP-RED,
the simulations also target providing readers guidance on the choice of
tuning parameters and comparing pERP-RED to alternate algorithms.
Depending on the amount of noise in the simulated data, the run time of
pERP-RED ranges between 4 and 30 min (longer for more noise) at N ¼
50 when parallelized on a 2.4 GHz 6-Core Intel Xeon processor operating
R 3.6.2 (R Core Team, 2019).

ωðgÞcc'
:
SEðgÞcc'

Note that the tests would be carried out element-wise on the P elements of tðgÞcc' , corresponding to contributions from the P pERPs. If we
are interested in knowing which pERP contributed with a detectably nonzero weight to a given condition c, this would be done for a single condition c (i.e., “setting c' to zero”). If we would instead like to know if the
difference in contribution of any pERP to condition c versus c' is distinguishable from 0, then this would employ both c and c'. Note that the
proposed approach can be used to quickly “screen” ERPs to determine
which pERPs are contributing detectably non-zero amounts to a given
condition or contrast. Our suggested reporting style, as illustrated below,
would automatically provide such t-statistics (and associated p-values)

3.1. Simulation design
The observed signal is assumed to be a linear combination of the
pERPs. Let Yi;v;e ðtÞ denote the ERP signal observed for subject i at task v
and electrode e. Note that we employ here the term “tasks” to refer to trial
types generally, possibly deﬁned across experiments, whereas the term
“condition” refers to trial types within an experiment. The data generation model used in the simulation is:
5
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P
p¼1

kp;v;e ϕ⋆p ðtÞ þ

P
X
p¼1

ξp;i;v;e ϕ⋆p ðtÞ þ

L
X

ℓ¼1

of true pERPs Φ⋆ ¼ ½ϕ⋆1 ; …; ϕ⋆5  is regressed on the estimated pERPs Φ ¼
½ϕ1 ; …; ϕP  to determine the degree to which linear combinations of the
estimated pERPs can account for (any linear combination of) the true
pERPs used in the simulation. That is: how accurately did we recover the
true pERPs, up to rotations? R2pERP is then given by the proportion of
variance in the true pERPs explained by the estimated ones

αℓ;i;v;e ψ ℓ ðtÞ þ ζi;v;e ðtÞ;
(2)

where ϕ⋆p ðtÞ, ψ ℓ ðtÞ and ζi;v;e ðtÞ denote the “true” pERPs, Fourier basis
functions and measurement error, respectively and kp;v;e denotes the taskand electrode-speciﬁc weights, and ξp;i;v;e and αℓ;i;v;e denote the subject-,
task- and electrode-speciﬁc weights of the respective bases decompositions. The total number of tasks, denoted V, the total number of
true pERPs, denoted P, the total number of time points, denoted by T, the
total number of Fourier bases, denoted by L, and the total number of
electrodes per subject, denoted by E, are set to equal 9, 5, 500, 7, and 40,
respectively.
The ﬁrst term in (2) reﬂects that ERPs observed at each task and
electrode are composed of a weighted average of the true pERPs, denoted
by ϕ⋆p ðtÞ. To simulate a single ϕ⋆p ðtÞ, we draw a function from a reproducing kernel Hilbert space of smooth, relatively low frequency functions. The functions in this space are simply the superposition of rescaled
Gaussian kernels “centered” around different time-points. Speciﬁcally,

R2pERP ¼ 1 

 ⋆

Φ  Φ
b ⋆ j2F
jjΦ⋆ jj2F

;

⋆

b is the prediction of the true ERPs given by the estimated ones.3
where Φ
Before summarizing results from multiple simulation settings corresponding to varying sample sizes, correlations among electrodes and
tasks and percent of variation used to retain PCA components, we present
results from a single simulation set-up with N ¼ 50, ρ ¼ 0:5 (medium
correlation induced among of tasks and electrodes) and 80% of variation
used to retain PCA components in pERP-RED, in more detail. Fig. 2a and
b show a steep increase in R2pERP and R2test up to 5 pERPs estimated for
both the high and low noise cases. This is evidence that the procedure is
estimating the bases of the pERPs correctly and identifying 5 as the true
number of components. Fig. 3 shows the regression coefﬁcients and
highlights the estimated and true component pairs. We see that under
either the high noise or low noise case, each true pERP simulated was
ﬁtted by a combination of the estimated pERPs. At times there is a nearly
one-to-one correspondence, but in general we see that each true pERP is a
linear combination of estimated pERPs. Fig. 4 displays each true pERP
overlaying an estimated one which most heavily contributed to the
estimation of the true pERP shown (using coefﬁcients from Fig. 3). This
visually shows the nearly one-to-one relationship between some true and
estimated pERPs, while in other cases linear combinations are required.

ϕ⋆p ðtÞ is the summation of 20 rescaled kernel functions, ϕ⋆p ðtÞ ¼
P20
2
m¼1 am expð  ðt  tm Þ =hp Þ, where the center tm of each kernel is
chosen uniformly from ½0; 1, and the kernel bandwidth hp is set to 0:3ð 
0:125 þ 0:375pÞ. The coefﬁcients am rescaling each kernel is drawn from
a uniform ð0; 1Þ distribution. These simulated signals are then rotated by
ICA to form a maximally independent set of bases. The coefﬁcients, kp;v;e ,
are drawn independently from a normal distribution with mean zero and
variance σ 2k ¼ 0:25.
The second term in (2) represents subject-speciﬁc deviations from
task- and electrode-speciﬁc signal. The subject-speciﬁc weights ξp;i;v;e are
drawn from a matrix normal distribution (to create a dependence
structure within tasks and across electrodes) with mean zero and
covariance matrices Σp;v and Σp;e of dimension V*V and E* E (identically
and independently drawn over subjects). The covariance matrices for the
P ¼ 5 total pERPs are created in the same way for the electrode and task
dimensions, starting out with a matrix of 1 on the diagonal and the
correlation ρ elsewhere. The value of ρ will be varied to assess the effects
of tuning parameter choices outlined in Section 3.2. These covariance
matrices are then multiplied by a factor of 0:1ðP  pÞ, for p ¼ 1; …; 5,
respectively, so that each true ERP component is represented differently.
The third term in (2) represents a noise component that is structured
in time. The Fourier bases contain ψ 0 ðtÞ ¼ 1, and pairs of sine and cosine
pﬃﬃﬃ
pﬃﬃﬃ
functions ψ 2r1 ðtÞ ¼ 2sinð2π rtÞ and ψ 2r ðtÞ ¼ 2cosð2π rtÞ for r ¼ 1;…;
ðL  1Þ=2, with L ¼ 7. The coefﬁcients αℓ;i;v;e are generated in the same
way as ξc;i;v;e . Speciﬁcally, αℓ;i;v;e are drawn from a matrix normal distribution with mean zero and covariance matrices Σℓ;v and Σℓ;e which equal
1 on the diagonal and ρ on the off diagonal terms. The covariance
matrices are multiplied by a factor of 0:05ðℓ þ1Þ for ℓ ¼ 1; …; 7.
The last term in (2) is the independent and identically distributed
measurement error. The measurement error ζi;v;e ðtÞ is generated
(independently over i, v, and e) from a normal distribution with mean
zero and variance σ 2error . The variance ratio of the signal
PP
PL
PP
⋆
⋆
p¼1 kp;v;e ϕp ðtÞ þ p¼1 ξp;i;v;e ϕp ðtÞ to noise
ℓ¼1 αℓ;i;v;e ψ ℓ ðtÞ þζ i;v;e ðtÞ is
varied in different simulation set-ups to equal 0.6 and 1, referred to as
the high and low noise cases, respectively.

3.2.1. Effects of sample size, correlation level and percent of variation
retained in PCA steps
For assessing variation in performance, we varied the sample size N ¼
25, 50, and 100, correlation among electrodes and tasks ρ ¼ 0:1, 0.5,
and 0.9 (used in generation of ξ and α), and the percent of variation used
for retaining components in the PCA steps, for both the low and high
noise cases. Trends from low and high noise cases are similar; hence we
present results from the low noise case and defer results from the high
noise case to the supplementary materials. While the effects are assessed
both on R2pERP and R2test , variation in sample size, correlation ρ, amount of
noise, and percent of variation chosen are found not to affect the algorithm's ability to recover the true pERPs where R2pERP displays the same
pattern as in Fig. 2a in all simulation cases. Hence we only report results
on R2test below.
While all three sample sizes considered provide sufﬁcient information
for recovery of the records (with steady R2test levels across sample size),
the variability in prediction accuracy decreases with increasing sample
size, as expected, depicted in the narrower boxplots for larger N in Fig. 5.
Since higher correlations across electrodes and tasks correspond to
smaller effective total number of records, the prediction accuracy gets
worse (with greater variability) as depicted in Fig. 6. The percent of
variation retained for PCA does not appear to affect the R2test except for
the high correlation case. When the correlation among electrodes and
tasks is high, retaining more variation in PCA corresponds to retaining
more noise, since repetitions over tasks and electrodes look more similar,
leading to worse prediction accuracy (Fig. 7).

3.2. Simulation results
The estimation accuracy of pERP-RED is assessed using two measures:
R2test and R2pERP . The ﬁrst measure R2test is calculated in the last step of the
pERP-RED algorithm as given in (2.1) to assess the estimation accuracy of
the predicted records in the test set. The second measure, denoted by
R2pERP , assesses the performance of pERP-RED in targeting the true pERPs,

3

R2pERP can be computed more efﬁciently as follows. Let the singular value
b ⋆ ¼ ΦðΦT ΦÞ1 ΦT Φ⋆ ¼
decomposition of Φ be given as Φ ¼ UAV T , where Φ


 
 ⋆
2
T ⋆
T ⋆  2  ⋆  2
UU Φ and RpERP ¼ 1  Φ  UU Φ jF =Φ jF .

which can only be estimated in simulations. To obtain R2pERP , the matrix
6
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Fig. 2. (a) Boxplots of R2pERP from regressing the true pERPs on the estimated pERPs in 100 simulation runs show that the pERP-RED algorithm is correctly identifying
5 as the true number of pERPs. (b) Boxplots of the R2test obtained by regressing ERP records from the test set on the estimated pERPs, for both the high and low noise
simulation cases. In both cases, the boxplots of R2test identify 5 as the true number of pERPs as the value of R2test levels off sharply at that value.

Fig. 3. (a) The true pERPs are regressed on the estimated pERPs from the high noise simulation. The larger the coefﬁcient, the darker the color in the ﬁgure and the
stronger the match between true and estimated pERPs. The ﬁrst true pERP is loaded heavily onto the second estimated pERP. (b) The true pERPs are regressed on the
estimated pERPs from the low noise simulation in this case.

explain the greatest variation in the data with the fewest components. By
comparison, pERP-RED follows a similar logic in the initial reduction
steps then employs an ICA in the ﬁnal step because, as in other blind
source-separation problems, maximizing the independence (not just
orthogonality) of the components is a means to extract maximally “unmixed” underlying signals. These two approaches are expected to explain
similar amounts of variation in the data, but the latter adds greater value
to the intended interpretation of their pERPs. As expected, our simulation
shows very similar values for R2pERP and R2test in the two methods, with

3.2.2. Method comparisons
The pERP-RED algorithm is compared to three different sets of basis
expansions: Fourier, functional principal component analysis (FPCA),
and a set derived using a single PCA and ICA similar to pERP-RED. Using
Fourier bases, many more components are required to achieve the same
predictive accuracy (see Supplementary Figures 4 through 7). This is
expected, because these bases are ﬁxed ex ante rather than being dataderived. The other three methods, all deriving their bases from the
data, produce very similar prediction accuracy in terms of both R2test and
R2pERP values (plots deferred to the supplementary materials). Additionally, a central feature of the pERP-RED approach is that the estimated
bases are chosen not arbitrarily or ex ante but rather to describe the
variation that was important to the original data structure. Consequently,
as demonstrated in our applications, the non-arbitrary nature of these
basis leads to substantive interpretations of the processes they may be
detecting.
The difference between pERP-RED and FPCA is the ICA step
employed by pERP-RED, which arises due to a conceptual difference in
what information they seek to extract. FPCA chooses the bases that will

FPCA having a slightly lower R2pERP (Supplementary Figs. 4 and 5) and
pERP-RED having slightly lower R2test (Supplementary Figs. 6 and 7).
As a ﬁnal comparison, we consider a variation of pERP-RED we will
call “single-PCA”, where there is only one data concentration (PCA) step
and one ICA step. The single PCA would be conducted on the matrix
formed by using all of the subjects and electrodes in the columns. We see
in simulations (Supplementary Figures 4 through 7) that the pERP-RED
and the “single-PCA” method perform similarly in terms of signal recovery in this setting on values of R2pERP and R2test . However the two have
important differences in practice. First, the single-PCA method is limited
7
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Fig. 4. The true (solid line) and estimated (dashed line) pERPs are matched based on the regression coefﬁcients from regressing the true pERPs on the estimated
pERPs in the low noise (top row) and high noise (bottom row) simulations. Recall that pERPs can be estimated only up to rotations (linear combinations) of those that
generated the data. Accordingly, in some cases the true and estimated pair look almost identical, but in others the estimated pERPs appear as combinations of
true pERPs.

Fig. 5. The boxplots of R2test as a function of the number of pERPs estimated across 100 simulations with 60 (ﬁrst row) and 80 percent variation retained (second row)
and low (ﬁrst column), medium (second column) and high (third column) correlation between electrodes and tasks for N ¼ 25 (red), 50 (green), and 100 (blue). The
variability in prediction accuracy decreases with increasing sample size, as expected.
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Fig. 6. The boxplots of R2test as a function of the number of pERPs estimated across 100 simulations with 60 (ﬁrst row) and 80 percent variation retained (second row)
and N ¼ 25 (ﬁrst column), 50 (second column), and 100 (third column) for low (red), medium (green) and high (blue) correlation between electrodes and tasks. With
increasing correlation, we see increasing variability in prediction accuracy.

Two picture-word matching paradigms were used, one audio and one
visual. The word stimuli included 60 basic nouns taken from the
MacArthur-Bates Communicative Development Inventories-2nd edition.
Examples of words included animals such as a bird or a dog and inanimate objects such as a doll or a bike. In the audio paradigm, a picture of
the word would appear on a white background and the child would hear
a spoken word that was either the same (match condition) or a word
neither semantically nor phonologically matched the word image
(mismatch condition). In both conditions, the picture image appeared for
2000 ms, where the auditory stimulus was played after 1000 ms after the
picture image was shown (see Fig. 8). Each word image pair appeared
twice—once in the matched and once in the mismatched condition. No
behavioral response was required. Trials were presented in four blocks of
30 trials each, totaling 6 min.
The visual paradigm used the same nouns and same number of trials,
but in each an image of the word appeared on screen after 1000 ms rather
than an audio recording (see Fig. 8). As in the auditory paradigm, the two
conditions are “match” or “mismatch”. In both paradigms, the trials were
video recorded in order to remove trials in which the participants were
not looking at the screen. Data collection, cleaning, and pre-processing
steps are described in the Appendix.

in that the number of subjects times electrodes cannot exceed the number
of time points times tasks because the PCA step would fail without
additional constraints. The pERP-RED approach does not have this limitation, since the ﬁrst PCA will reduce the number of electrodes before
multiplying by the subjects. Second, by separately doing the electrode
reduction within subject, pERP-RED allows subjects to vary arbitrarily in
their electrode topography (and missingness), the projections of sources
onto those electrodes, and the subject-speciﬁc components for their
weightings. By contrast, the “single-PCA” reduction effectively assumes
homogeneity in all these features across subjects. Lastly, pERP-RED allows the user to control the amount of variation used in each PCA step
separately if they deem appropriate.
4. Applications
4.1. ASD study
The ﬁrst application of pERP-RED examines EEG data from a study of
the neural mechanisms underlying language impairment in children with
Autism Spectrum Disorder (ASD) (DiStefano et al., 2019). This group has
been difﬁcult to study using traditional paradigms that require following
instructions or providing behavioral responses. Thirty-one children, aged
5–11 years old, who participated in the below described paradigms and
provided sufﬁcient high quality EEG data were considered: 14 typically
developing (TD), 10 verbal ASD (vASD), and 7 minimally verbal ASD
(mvASD). The three groups were age-matched. In the ASD participants,
diagnoses had been made prior to enrollment, through clinical diagnosis
by independent clinical psychologists, child psychiatrists, and/or developmental pediatricians. These diagnoses were conﬁrmed by the research
team using the Autism Diagnostic Observation Schedule (ADOS) and
Social Communication Questionnaire (SCQ).

4.1.1. Results for ASD study
We chose to retain enough components to explain 90 percent of the
total variation in the PCA steps of the pERP-RED algorithm. To choose an
appropriate number of pERPs, we estimated the pERPs using P ¼
f2; 3; …; 30g and the total computing time was approximately 4 min
when parallelized on a 2.4 GHz 6-Core Intel Xeon processor operating R
3.6.2 (R Core Team, 2019). Ten pERPs achieve an R2 value of 0.89 and
are given in Figure D1 ordered by their peak locations. We regress each
demeaned record (subject and electrode ERP from each task), denoted by
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Fig. 7. The boxplots of R2test as a function of the number of pERPs estimated across 100 simulations with N ¼ 25 (ﬁrst row), 50 (second row), and 100 (third row) and
low (ﬁrst column), medium (second column) and high (third column) correlation between electrodes and tasks for 60 (red) and 80 (blue) percent variation retained.
When the correlation is high, retaining more variation in PCA corresponds to retaining more noise, leading to worse prediction accuracy.

Fig. 8. In both paradigms, the image appears for the full 2000 ms. (a) In the audio paradigm, a spoken word is heard 1000 ms after the onset of the image. (b) In the
visual paradigm, the word image is seen 1000 ms after the onset of the image.

Yj , on the set of estimated pERPs, Φ, to obtain the corresponding coefﬁcients, ωj . These coefﬁcients can be used to reconstruct a less noisy
version of each record as is shown in Appendix Figure D1. To enhance

transparency and encourage exploration of this approach, we provide a
user-friendly data browser (ASD Data Exploration, https://perpred.sh
inyapps.io/asd_exploration/), where all analysis described here and
10
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This component shows similar average magnitude in the TD and vASD
groups, but far greater variability in the latter.
As noted, this approach also makes it easy to examine all pERPs for
their loadings or signiﬁcant differences in contrasts. While increasing the
number of comparisons, this is done without user discretion of the sort
allowed by user-driven selection of time intervals. For the image task, in
addition to the expected N1 component that is recovered by this method,
signiﬁcant coefﬁcients for pERPs 6 and 7 are found at O1 and O2, peaking
positively around 450 ms. This late positivity, present in all diagnostic
groups, may be related to anticipation of the next stimulus. No other
pERPs showed loadings that were statistically distinguishable from zero
at these locations.
In the visual paradigm, the largest loadings are observed for pERP 7
across diagnostic groups found in the frontal and central regions (electrodes F3, F4, FZ, C3, CZ), corresponding to a negativity observed around
500 ms. For loadings onto pERP 7, the mismatch condition was associated (though not signiﬁcantly) with a stronger negativity than the match
condition, as expected, in the TD group (possibly related to greater semantic processing).
For the auditory paradigm, a signiﬁcant group difference emerges
frontally at electrode F4, in pERP 9 when comparing activity between the
TD and mvASD groups in the contrast of match vs. mismatch conditions
(Fig. 10). In the TD group, the mismatch condition leads to a deeper
negativity than the match condition, seen around 700–800 ms. This late
negativity, expected to be larger in the mismatch condition, has been
linked to semantic integration in the previous work of DiStefano et al.
(2019).
The prior work of DiStefano et al. (2019) study only the audio
paradigm, and not the visual paradigm. Their main ﬁndings include a
deeper negativity for mismatch than match trials, which they label as
both an N4 and a later negativity, similar to the pERP 9 component
picked up by the pERP-RED analysis. In relation to the N4, we see

others can be reproduced through a graphical interface. The user can thus
become acquainted with the method before applying pERP-RED in their
own lab. Screenshots from the application, providing graphics that
mirror those used here, are provided in Appendix D.
To investigate the spatial distribution of pERP loadings, headmaps
can be used to plot the estimated coefﬁcients (averaged over all subjects)
across the scalp as Figure D3 shows for the image task. The coefﬁcients of
the ﬁrst two pERPs are loaded heavily onto in the O1 and O2 electrodes.
Notably, the overall ERP waveform from the image task (Fig. 9, top) does
not look as might be expected, showing no evidence of an N1 due to
visual activation. However, our approach explains why the waveform
does not include a negative deﬂection consistent with the N1 component,
and recovers the ability to analyze the amplitude of a “hidden” component resembling the expected N1. Speciﬁcally, the time course of pERP 1
shows ongoing activity from the prior trial in the 100 to 0 ms interval.
Such temporal overlap is to be expected given the fast rate of trials and
that the ITI was ﬁxed rather than jittered. However, the time course of
pERP 2 is akin to the expected N1, peaking negatively around 90 ms. The
observed overall waveform, receiving contributions from both pERP 1
and 2, shows a relatively ﬂat signal from 100 to 100 ms. Fig. 9 shows
the contribution of pERP 2 to the overall waveform, in the TD and vASD
groups. Loadings on pERP 2 are signiﬁcant in all diagnostic groups, as
would be expected for a visual task, and do not show signiﬁcant group
differences. However, the variation in loadings across participants,
indexed by the APSD, is 60% higher for the vASD group than for the TD
group. Such higher variation in the vASD than TD group is generally to be
expected. This is an important example of where the pERP-RED and
pERP-space analysis is useful: Supposing the N1 indexed important activity we wish to measure for research or clinical purposes, it would have
been ineffective to have measured it in this particular experiment using a
peak or mean negativity around 100 ms. Yet, a component resembling
the N1 was elicitetd and can be indexed using the coefﬁcient on pERP 2.

Fig. 9. (a) The observed average ERP waveform
for the image condition, by group. No N1 is
evident. (b) ERP reconstructed using only pERP2,
i.e. pERP 2 scaled by its contribution to the
waveform (O1 plotted here). This component is
detected despite the apparent lack of an N1 in the
overall ERP because we also identify and model
pERP 1, which captures spillover from the prior
trial. The numbers shown are the mean weight
with SE, and APSD in parentheses. The APSD
reﬂects the subject variability and is much larger
in the vASD group. Thus the vASD group has an
average response very similar to that of the TD
group, but there is a great deal more variability in
the vASD group.
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“N4-like” pERPs (5 and 6), peaking around 300 ms and 400 ms respectively. At Pz for example, we see the expected deeper negativity on these
two pERPs for mismatch than for match trials, in each group. In the TD
group, this difference in the amplitudes is large and statistically signiﬁcant for pERP 5 (t ¼ 2:1) though less so for pERP 6 (t ¼ 1:4). In the vASD
and mvASD, the differences appear similar but miss signiﬁcance, ranging
from t ¼ 1:4 to t ¼ 1:8.
Relatedly, we also notice pERP 4, which peaks slightly earlier around
240 ms. This component also generates a signiﬁcantly deeper negativity
for mismatch than match in the TD group (t ¼ 2:1) and in the mvASD
group (t ¼ 3:0), but interestingly shows no difference in the vASD group
(t ¼ 0:1). This is consistent with a ﬁnding in DiStefano et al. (2019) that
perhaps surprisingly, mvASD participants appear more similar in many
ways to TD than does the vASD group. Further, the vASD group may have
far greater heterogeneity than the others: the APSD values for pERP 4, are
on the order of 0.5–0.7 for the match and mismatch conditions in both
the TD and mvASD groups, but are 1.2 (match) and 1.6 (mismatch) in the
vASD group. That is, the standard error of coefﬁcients across participants
in the vASD group is 2–3 times larger than in TD or mvASD groups, again
echoing the heightened heterogeneity of the vASD groups noted in DiStefano et al. (2019).

methodological details can be found in Lenartowicz et al. (2019). We
examined data pooled from two sets of tasks: a spatial delayed response
task (SDRT), and a continuous performance task (CPT) (see Fig. 11). In
the SDRT, participants are instructed to pay attention to the location of
yellow dots on the screen against a black background. Each trial consists
of a 500 ms ﬁxation cross, followed by the yellow stimulus dots for
2000 ms (cue). Subjects are presented varying memory load of 1, 3, 5, or
7 dots at a time, in random order. Then a blank screen with a ﬁxation
cross appears for 3000 ms (maintenance phase). Finally, a single probe
green dot is presented for 3000 ms (retrieval phase), during which the
participant indicates whether the position of the probe matched the
position of any of the yellow dots (pressing the left arrow to indicate a
match, the right arrow to indicate a non-match). On half of the trials the
green dot matched the location of a yellow dot and on half it did not. The
trial ends when the participant responds, after which a ﬁxed 3000 ms ITI
(a blank screen) is displayed. If no response is made during the 3000 ms
response interval, a message appears indicating that the subject did not
respond and the next trial begins. Subjects are required to score above
50% accuracy on a series of practice rounds in order to move on to
experimental blocks. There are 48 trials in each experimental block, and
2 blocks, with equal numbers of load sizes and equal numbers of match
and no-match trials. Total experimental time is about 7 min per block,
14 min total. Including the training and practice trials the entire task
requires roughly 17 min. ERPs are time-locked to cue, to probes, and to
participant responses.
The CPT requires sustained attention (or vigilance) and response inhibition. Subjects are presented single letters (A, B, C, D, F, I, L, O, T, or
X), one at a time in the center of the computer screen. The subject is
instructed to press and release the spacebar as quickly as they can after

4.2. ADHD study
We also test the methods on a dataset that is larger in terms of participants, diversity of tasks, and electrodes: a study of cognitive control in
youth, aged 7–17 years old, with and without Attention Deﬁcit and Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) with N ¼ 331, of whom NADHD ¼ 242 are in
the ADHD group (clinicaltrials.gov ID: NCT00429273). Additional

Fig. 10. (a) ERP waveforms at F4. (b) A signiﬁcant difference was found on pERP 9 between the mvASD and TD groups when contrasting match vs. mismatch. The
numbers reported in the ﬁgure are the mean, with the SE and APSD in parentheses. This echoes a previously reported ﬁnding that the mismatch condition led to a
deeper negativity at 700–800 ms, thought to reﬂect semantic integration.
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Fig. 11. (a) In the SDRT task, a sequence of screens are presented. A ﬁxation cross for 500 ms, the cue dots for 2000 ms, another ﬁxation cross for 3000 ms, and the
probe dot for 3000 ms. Within the 3000 ms probe phase, the subject responds. (b) In the CPT task, the subject is presented with either an ‘X’ or ‘not X’ for 250 ms, after
which there is a blank screen for either 1000, 2000 or 4000 ms before the next trial.

relevant stimuli, we might expect to see this not only in the P2 to ﬁxation,
but in components such as the N1 and P2 following the encoding cue
itself. Continuing to look at FCz, we do see pERPs reﬂecting an apparent
P2 (pERP 5, a positive peak near 200 ms post encoding cue), and the N1
(pERP 4, a negative peak near 130 ms). Both show signiﬁcantly non-zero
loadings in the expected directions, for both ADHD and TD groups. While
the differences in these average loadings (for ADHD vs. TD groups) do not
reach statistical signiﬁcance, the TD group shows a marginally larger
loading on the N1-like component (pERP 4) with a t-statistic of 1.2 for the
comparison. We consider the N1/P2 more extensively below.
There is a great deal more to report from this dataset, and we focus
here on analyses that aid in evaluating the validity or usefulness of a
pERP-based approach. First, as a validation exercise, we test the degree to
which the algorithm identiﬁes a N1/P2 complex in both the CPT and
SDRT tasks. The N1/P2 complex has been widely identiﬁed in tasks
involving visual stimuli and attention, such as the CPT and SDRT. If our
approach is effective in constructing pERPs that reﬂect important or
common sources of variation, having pooled both the CPT and SDRT to
construct those pERPs, we might expect to see such components. Fig. 12
shows the two pERPs noted above that appear to correspond to a N1
(pERP 4) and P2 (pERP 5), though the latter also contains a small
negative deﬂection prior to 200 ms. In the CPT experiment, taking Cz as
an example, all four (visual) stimulus-locked trial types (X(No Go)correct, X(No Go)-incorrect, notX(Go)-correct, notX(Go)-incorrect)
show weights on pERPs 4 and 5 that are distinguishable from zero
signiﬁcantly, suggesting that the four trials types elicitetd pERPs 4 and 5
as would be expected. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 12, in each of the
CPT trial types, the reconstructed signal using just these two components
reproduce the expected form of a N1/P2 complex following the visual
stimulus. The same holds for the all of the cue-locked trials of the SDRT
experiment, and not for the response-locked or probe-locked trial types.
Next we turn to task speciﬁc expectations to further probe the validity
of the approach. In the CPT task, trials with an “X (No Go)” are relatively
rare, and are thus expected to produce an update or novelty signal
typically associated with the P3. We thus expect to see activity at
300–500 ms in a contrast of “Not X (Go)-incorrect” versus “X (No Go)-,
correct” in central and frontal areas. We contrast these two trial types
because neither contain motor activity due to the response. Indeed, the
observed ERP waveforms show a large positivity in the “X (No Go)-correct” trials, and not in the“Not X (Go)-incorrect” trials at sites such as Cz,
see Fig. 13 (top). This large difference between these two waveforms is
quite broad, perhaps containing more than just a conventional P3, or
averaging together positive deﬂections that peak at varying latencies.
The estimated pERPs support such a hypothesis: We see that this contrast
is explained not by a single broadly shaped pERP, but by pERPs 7, 8, and
9. These three pERPs each show a relatively sharp positivity, but at
different latencies: 375 ms for pERP 7, 475 ms for pERP 8, and 625 ms for

viewing each letter – except when the letter is “X”, which indicates they
should make no response. There are 360 continuous trials randomly
presented with three different ISI lengths: 1000, 2000, or 4000 ms. Each
letter is always presented for 250 ms, leaving either 750, 1750, or
3750 ms of remainder response time per trial, see Fig. 11. Epochs are
time-locked to stimulus onset. For present purposes, we categorize trials
into just four types based on combinations of the cue (“X ”or “not X”) and
response (“correct” or “incorrect”), Table 1. Data collection, cleaning,
and pre-processing steps are described in the Appendix.
No other results from the CPT task of this dataset have been published
as yet. For the SDRT, Lenartowicz et al. (2019) describes a number of
results, focusing principally on spectral EEG analyses, and particularly
alpha modulation during the encoding and maintenance stages as a
predictor of impairment. This study did however index vigilance using
the P2 event-related potential in response to the onset of the ﬁxation,
ﬁnding a nearly-signiﬁcant smaller P2 in the ADHD group compared to
the TD group at FCz.
4.2.1. Results for ADHD study
To choose an appropriate number of pERPs, we estimated the pERPs
using P ¼ f2; 3; …; 30g and the total computing time was approximately
43 min when parallelized on a 2.4 GHz 6-Core Intel Xeon processor
operating R 3.6.2 (R Core Team, 2019). The computation time is longer
compared to the ASD analysis due to the larger sample size. Fifteen pERPs
achieve an R2 value of 0.88 and will be used in the analysis. While the
SDRT and CPT data are too rich to fully examine here, we consider a
number of analyses that illustrate the pERP approach. The CPT data
cannot be made public as yet, but all analyses of the SDRT described here
can be replicated using our online data browser (https://perpred.shi
nyapps.io/adhd_exploration/). In comparison to Lenartowicz et al.
(2019), at FCz we do not see signiﬁcant evidence for a difference between
the ADHD and TD groups on a P2-like component following the ﬁxation's
onset. However, if the ADHD and TD groups differ in vigilance to task

Table 1
We consider 5 separate trial types/tasks drawn from the two ASD experiments
(Audio and Visual). From the two ADHD experiments (SDRT and CPT), we
consider 8 separate trial types/tasks.
ASD and ADHD Tasks and Trial Types
ASD
Image
Audio Match
Audio
Mismatch

ADHD
Visual Match
Visual
Mismatch

SDRT Cue
SDRT Probe

CPT X Correct
CPT X Incorrect

SDRT Response
Correct
SDRT Maintenance

CPT Not X Correct
CPT Not X
Incorrect
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Fig. 12. The N1/P2 as observed (solid black line) and as reconstructed from pERPs 4 (red line) and 5 (blue line) at CZ, at each of the ﬁve trials types. The loadings and
standard errors for those loadings is shown in each ﬁgure. The corresponding t-statistics (mean divided by SE) range from 2.9 to 22 across these 10 cases, leading to
ﬁrmly to rejecting the null hypothesis (of zero loading) in each.

pERP 9, see Fig. 13 (bottom). In fact, all trial types with an “X” (i.e. No Go
trials) regardless of response show heavy loadings on these three pERPs,
whereas trial types without an “X” (and thus the majority stimulus type),
regardless of response, show little weight on these pERPs, consistent with
the expectation that pERPs 7, 8, and 9 relate to an updating or novelty or
updating signal. As these three components have different latencies, they
combine to form the slower peaking positivity seen in the overall
waveform.
This highlights a potential use for such decompositions as compared
to examining mean/peak amplitudes in the superposed ERP alone. Investigators could use the loadings on each of these three components, at
the individual or group level to see if individual differences in clinical
diagnosis or task performance correspond to different coefﬁcients on
these three novelty-related pERPs. In this case, the coefﬁcients and their
contrasts on these three pERPs are remarkably similar at least across the
ADHD and non-ADHD groups. They also do not systematically vary as a

function of participant age. Whether these individual, low-dimensional
scores are more informative or predictive (of other behaviors, symptomology, or other traits) than a simple mean amplitude over some interval
or a measure of latency remains an interesting question for the next phase
of research with pERPs.
Turning to the SDRT task, we take the opportunity to illustrate
another use of the pERP approach: characterizing heterogeneity. In
addition to the standard errors that are used for inference, we provide the
“across participant standard deviations” (APSD), which characterize how
the loadings on a given pERP vary from one participant to the next.
Consider, for example, the waveform for the maintenance period in the
SDRT. Because ADHD has implications for the ability to maintain
attention and working memory resources on task, we may expect differences here. Table 2 shows loadings for all pERPs in the maintenance
condition at electrode Cz, separately for typically developing (TD) participants and those categorized as either ADHD-inattentive or ADHD14
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Fig. 13. (a) The observed ERP at Cz. The ‘X Correct’ and ‘Not X Incorrect’ tasks are used for this contrast because neither include a motor response. The large positivity
in the ‘X Correct’ task is expected as it indicates the update/novelty of seeing a rare event. (b) The large positivity in the ‘X Correct’ task from 400 to 800 ms can be
decomposed into pERPs 7 (red), 8 (green), and 9 (blue). The numbers shown are the mean and SE of the coefﬁcients.

an interval that works. Third, the pERP-space approach pinpoints variability in terms of the pERPs involved rather than a broad interval. By
doing so, it suggests which pERPs show most variability and would thus
be interesting to examine at the individual (or even trial-by-trial) level to
compare against behavior or diagnostic status.

combined (containing participants diagnosed with both inattention and
hyperactivity). On the loadings, we see larger differences between the TD
group and the ADHD-combined group, though these do not reach statistical signiﬁcance,4 while the TD and ADHD-inattentive group tend to
be more similar. Returning to the question of heterogeneity, the TD and
ADHD-inattentive group have very similar levels of heterogeneity in
loadings, as indicated by the APSD value on each pERP. By contrast, the
ADHD-combined group has higher APSD values on every pERP, indicating greater heterogeneity across the individuals that make up this
group. Heterogeneity is especially large in the ﬁrst two pERPs, and again
for pERPs 10–13 onward. The early pERPs 1 and 2 appear to reﬂect activity before the cue has disappeared from the screen, while pERPs 10–13
contribute to a late ongoing positivity in the waveform — perhaps related
to maintenance of task-relevant attention or working memory.
Using the pERP-space approach has several beneﬁts over picking an
interval, computing a mean or peak amplitude by subject, and compare
the standard deviations across those measures by group. First, it seeks to
mitigate the overlap problem that is inherent in using peak/mean
amplitude, which sometimes makes peaks of important components
difﬁcult or impossible to locate, as in the N1 example in the ASD data
above. Second, it avoids the requirement of picking the interval over
which to do this, and thus reduces the risk of over mining the data to ﬁnd

5. Discussion
We describe a method for estimating an underlying set of components
and then analyzing ERP waveforms in terms of these components. The
fundamental idea is that any ERP waveform, from any electrode, subject,
condition, and task, can be represented as a weighted combination of an
underlying set of waveforms. The pERP-RED algorithm provides one
reasoned approach to empirically estimate an underlying set of components (pERPs) from a corpus of ERP data, taken across participants and
tasks. We then describe how investigators can use these pERPs to extract
information from the ERP waveform. To ensure the accessibility of this
approach, we provide software that enables users to import ERP waveforms, estimate pERPs, and conduct the pERP-space analyses described in
this paper (the pERPred package in R).
This approach has many advantages relative to the standard practice
of extracting the mean or peak amplitude in a user-speciﬁed window and
presuming the result indexes the magnitude of a known ERP component
of ex ante interest. First and foremost, it sidesteps the long-standing
concern that differences observed at a particular interval may be due
to a component other than that of interest. It similarly addresses concerns
of spillover from the prior trial. As a result, this approach not only

4
On each of the ﬁrst ﬁve pERPs, taken separately, the t-statistic for a difference in loadings between the TD and ADHD-combined group are approximately
1.6.
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Table 2
The APSD captures variability across participants in the weight given to each pERP. We see that the ADHD group has a much higher APSD for many of the pERPs than the
TD group.
ADHD and TD Groups: SDRT Maintenance Condition (Cz)
pERP

pERP 01
pERP 02
pERP 03
pERP 04
pERP 05
pERP 06
pERP 07
pERP 08
pERP 09
pERP 10
pERP 11
pERP 12
pERP 13
pERP 14
pERP 15

Combined

Inattention

TD

Mean (SE)

t

APSD

Mean (SE)

t

APSD

Mean(SE)

t

APSD

0.11 (0.27)
0.18 (0.28)
0.1 (0.18)
0.02 (0.1)
0.21 (0.11)
0.13 (0.11)
0.28 (0.12)
0.13 (0.12)
0.07 (0.15)
0.17 (0.17)
0.01 (0.11)
0.09 (0.14)
0.08 (0.18)
0.07 (0.15)
0.26 (0.19)

0.41
0.65
0.58
0.23
1.96
1.22
2.30
1.03
0.51
1.02
0.11
0.64
0.45
0.48
1.37

2.94
3.01
1.91
1.07
1.15
1.17
1.29
1.34
1.56
1.83
1.18
1.55
1.97
1.56
2.01

0.32 (0.14)
0.29 (0.15)
0.11 (0.13)
0.09 (0.09)
0.1 (0.08)
0.07 (0.09)
0.35 (0.09)
0.14 (0.09)
0.01 (0.07)
0.04 (0.08)
0.04 (0.06)
0.08 (0.06)
0.09 (0.08)
0.1 (0.11)
0.16 (0.13)

2.30
1.91
0.86
1.06
1.17
0.81
3.80
1.66
0.12
0.54
0.69
1.29
1.07
0.90
1.23

1.50
1.68
1.41
0.94
0.90
0.94
1.02
0.94
0.79
0.88
0.70
0.65
0.91
1.25
1.42

0.41 (0.15)
0.41 (0.18)
0.32 (0.15)
0.22 (0.1)
0.02 (0.09)
0.08 (0.1)
0.45 (0.09)
0.31 (0.1)
0.07 (0.09)
0.03 (0.08)
0.06 (0.07)
0.04 (0.06)
0.13 (0.11)
0.11 (0.11)
0.14 (0.15)

2.67
2.28
2.10
2.25
0.20
0.86
4.89
3.11
0.80
0.43
0.82
0.73
1.18
1.02
0.96

1.44
1.69
1.44
0.90
0.87
0.90
0.86
0.93
0.80
0.74
0.68
0.56
1.07
1.01
1.38

paper. We consider development of high-dimensional functional principal components decompositions suitable for the complex hierarchical
structure considered in this paper as an important direction of future
work. Second, a source localization approach conducted on pERPs (as
activated in a given task) would be a useful next step. Since its early days
(e.g. Makeig et al., 1995) ICA has been proposed as a means of isolating
sources that are more likely to represent separate cortical generators and
thus be well suited for a source localization step through later dipole
modeling. Whereas ICA waveforms for source localization are computed
separately on each subject, the fact the pERPs are computed globally on a
multi-subject dataset provides new opportunities for seeing how a single
pERP localizes, in different subjects, without having to use clustering or
other approaches to link components in one subject to those in another.
Speciﬁcally, the headmap constructed for a given pERP in a given condition can be used as input to a dipole modeling algorithm. It is then an
empirical question as to whether a given pERPs activity in a given condition will localize to similar regions in separate subjects. This provides
ample opportunity for falsiﬁcation, since nothing in the algorithm constrains the spatial distribution of a pERP to be similar across participants.
Finally, we want to point to several limitations of pERP-RED. First,
pERP-RED can only accommodate data in which the product of the total
number of time points and the total number of tasks exceeds the number
of all principal regions across all subjects (derived in the ﬁrst PCA step of
electrode reduction). This limitation is a by product of the second PCA
step of subject, region reduction in pERP-RED. This condition was
satisﬁed in both data applications. A second limitation is that the derived
pERPs are not penalized in time to attain a desired degree of smoothness.
Related to the functional data analysis approaches mentioned above that
would consider the structure along the time dimension, an interesting
direction of future work would be to also consider penalization in time
such as localized PCA (Chen and Lei, 2015) which can set estimated basis
functions to zero in time windows of little variation, further enhancing
interpretation of the derived pERPs.

dissociates the measurement of components from the measurement of
peaks, but can measure components that don't even visibly appear as a
peak in the waveform due to overlap (as in the N1 in the ASD example
above). It can also show that one broad slow-peaking structure may be
explained as a combination of multiple underlying components, each of
which can be measured on the group or individual level (as for the P3 in
the ADHD example above). The ability to measure the contribution of
every pERP contributing to the observed waveform, for each group or
individual, makes the pERP approach particularly relevant to investigators seeking to discover biomarkers from group or individual level
data. Relatedly, the pERP-space approach is useful for characterizing
heterogeneity across individuals in a given group, assessing the variation
of the relative contributions of every pERP for every participant via the
APSD score we provide.
An additional advantage relates to broader research practice in terms
of selective reporting and discovery. Our approach employs multiple
comparisons, but the number of hypotheses that will be tested (at least at
a given electrode and for a given contrast) is simply the number of pERPs,
and can be accounted for through any multiple comparison correction the
user would like. Investigators can transparently report all signiﬁcant and
non-signiﬁcant results for a given condition or contrast, characterizing
(non) differences in any pERP, and thus over the entire time course. By
contrast, in standard practice, the user chooses the time interval(s) and
reports only differences there. Moreover, there is no clear way to exhaust
the set of components that may or may not differ in a conventional
analysis as can be done in a pERP-space analysis. Our approach facilitates
discovery of differences in underlying components not previously of interest, yet avoids a user-driven search for such differences.
A number of areas for future exploration exist, in particular to further
probe the validity or test the usefulness of this approach. First, it is natural to extract the weight on a given pERP of interest at the trial-wise
level, in order to see how they might predict or relate to trial-wise
behavior. This has parallels in recent work on high-dimensional
modeling of EEG data. For example, Hasenstab et al. (2015) model longitudinal trends over trials within ERPs from a single learning task.
Hasenstab et al. (2017); Schefﬂer et al. (2020); Fiecas and Ombao (2016);
Ombao et al. (2018) consider high-dimensional modeling of EEG
including the trial dimension using functional data and time series
analysis approaches. While functional data analysis has seen rapid
growth over the past two decades, with important recent work modeling
multivariate hierarchical functional data (Di et al., 2009; Shou et al.,
2015; Happ and Greven, 2018; Zhang et al., 2019), existing works have
not considered data structures observed across multiple experiments,
groups, subjects, electrodes, tasks and conditions, as we have done in this
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